
YOUR ENERGY 
SAVINGS 
SHOULD BE 
CONVENIENT TOO
Cut energy costs in your convenience stores by as much as 30%  
even when they operate 24 hours a day

Honeywell Small and Medium Building Administrator 
Powered by Honeywell Forge 



For convenience stores that run power-hungry equipment nonstop,  
like refrigeration, HVAC, and lighting, it might seem like there are  
few opportunities to save energy on a day-to-day basis.  
 
But now the Honeywell Small and Medium Building Administrator 
makes it easy to manage your whole portfolio, even with a small 
centralized team. Monitor energy use, optimize settings, get early 
maintenance alerts – and reduce energy costs by as much as 30%.1

ALWAYS-ON ANALYTICS 
FOR ALWAYS-ON ENERGY

AN AFFORDABLE WAY TO SAVE 
Refrigeration, HVAC, and lighting typically 
make up as much as 85% of a store’s 
electrical bill, yet most operators have 
limited data on how efficiently equipment 
runs or when issues are likely to occur. 

But when your always-on stores are 
connected to a simple digital platform for  
nonstop analytics, seemingly small  
insights and alerts can make a big 
difference in costs.  
 

POWERED BY  
HONEYWELL FORGE 
The Small and Medium Building 
Administrator gives you a simple yet 
reliable way to control energy use, 
streamline facility operations, and 
protect your margins – all in an affordable 
subscription that won’t hit budgets with 
heavy upfront costs. 
 

NEW CONSTRUCTION & 
RETROFITS 
The system includes options for non-
intrusive wireless sensors and hardware, 
making installation fast and easy with little 
or no downtime. Connect any building 
new or old, using  any type of equipment. 

Smart sensors give you real-time monitoring 
of equipment and temperatures. And 
smart-building devices like our commercial 
thermostat let you control settings 
such as temperature and lighting from 
anywhere without heavy upfront costs.

1 Results are not necessarily typical and are based on 
Honeywell “before and after” analysis at selected customer 
sites. Such analysis compares site performance before 
deployment of Honeywell solutions to post-deployment 
performance, without controlling for other factors that may 
have affected results. Your results may vary.

MADE FOR MULTI-SITE 
The platform is cloud-based and modular, 
making it fast to deploy and configure, 
easy to use, and simple to upgrade – 
across 3 stores or 10,000+. Just scale your 
sites and capabilities as your needs grow. 
 

ANYONE, ANYWHERE 
The interface is designed for any  
employee to master with minimal training, 
using a mobile app that’s accessible from 
your computer, tablet, or smartphone.

• Uninterrupted service: Keep customers 
comfortable while food stays fresh 

• Monitoring: Control and automate 
equipment and settings at each store,  
or let our experts monitor and optimize  
for you

• Alerts: Equipment alarms for a variety  
of issues, such as temperatures out  
of range

• Predictive maintenance: Prevent 
costly downtime, and schedule service  
when it’s convenient



Multi-Site Dashboard

Dashboard Image on mobile or computer?

ENERGY SAVINGS ARE ONLY  
THE START 
When you can monitor your portfolio in  
real time, energy savings are just the  
first step in streamlining operations and 
reducing costs. 

• Respond quickly and remotely to 
energywaste; e.g. alert an onsite 
employee to an open door or freezer 

• Know when refrigeration temperatures 
are out of range, and reduce costly loss 
of perishables with critical alarms

• Troubleshoot remotely to prevent 
unnecessary service calls or costly 
after-hours maintenance emergencies

• Manage exterior lighting to ensure 
customers know when stores are open

• Monitor energy meter usage through  
the dashboard and compare against  
history or baseline



Make building management simple –across any number of stores 
Learn More

BUILT TO SERVE  
A WIDE RANGE OF 
BUSINESSES LIKE 
YOURS
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